I need your help.
Actually, a lot of people need your help. Beating cancer requires support from a medical team,
healthcare workers, and especially friends and family like you. That’s why I’m asking for your help.
I’m participating in the 2020 Tri for a Cure, benefiting Maine Cancer Foundation. While this event was
scheduled for July 19, because of the COVID-19 pandemic, the event has switched to a virtual event and
I'll be swimming, biking, and running on my own this coming August. Whatever you can give— from $50,
$75, $100, or more— you’ll be glad to know that 100% will go to help the Maine Cancer Foundation
support dozens of Maine-based cancer programs working to prevent, detect, treat and cure cancer.
Additionally, Maine Cancer Foundation has pivoted to direct grants directly to support cancer patients
impacted by the coronavirus pandemic. In order to do this, MCF invited some of our dedicated partners
to apply for Covid-19 Response Grants that will help Maine cancer patients meet their basic and
immediate needs at this time. 13 organizations throughout Maine received grant awards totaling
$93,000. All grant funds will go directly to cancer patients to support their immediate needs including
transportation, lodging, food, medical bills, utilities, rent/mortgage, and other expenses. In addition to
awarding these grants, MCF partnered with a local Maine distillery to provide critical donations of hand
sanitizer to cancer treatment centers statewide. Between the grants and MCF's donation of hand
sanitizer, MCF has invested $100,000 in its Covid-19 Response to help Maine cancer patients during
the pandemic.
Please join in the fight against cancer by making a contribution today. In return, I promise to put
everything I’ve got into finishing strong! Thank you.
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Please return donations to: Maine Cancer Foundation, 170 US Route 1, Suite 250, Falmouth Maine 04105
Or make a contribution at www.triforacure.org

